Eulerian time-domain filtering _to be appropriate for LES of flows whose large coherent structures con_t approximately at a common characteristic velocity; e.g., _ h_ jets, and wakes. For these flows, we develop an approach to LES _ on an explicit second-order digital Butterworth filter, which is applied inthe time domain in an Eulerian context. The approach is validated thrg_ugh a p_on and a poaterior_ analyses of the simulated flow of a heated, _bsonic, axisymmetric jet.
Introduction
. __, Historically, large-eddy simulation (LES) has relied upon spatial rather than time-domain filters. Conceptually, however, filtering in time would _ _ _ seem to enjoy certain advantages. First, t_ D_S-LES-RANS spectrum of . i _ be serf-consistent numerical approaches would _if time-domain filtering were exploited for LES as it is for RANS. Second, as observed by Frisch (1995) "Most experimental data on fully developed turbulence are obtained in the ....... :_ time domain and then recast into the space domain via the Taylor hypothesis." If time-domain analysis is natural fW _el_anents, one wonders why spatial re-interpretation is necessary or desirable. Third, differentiationoperator/filter-operator commutation'm_tspr0blematic for spatial filtering on finite domains (Blalsdell, 1997, and Vasilyev et al, 1998) . Fourth, according to Moin and Jimenez (1993) : _in LES, it is highly desirable for : the filter width to be significantly larger than the computational mesh to separate the numerical and modeling errors. _tic_ considerations, how-..... ever, usually require the filter width and mesh to be of the same order. In this case, there does not appear to be a _ty for higher than second order numerical methods for LES." In contta_, for the present temporally mute. As an example of a kernel that satisfies these constraints, consider
G(t, A) -H(t + A)/A,
where H is the Heaviside function, and whe_by -_
Because bounded support is the norm for time-dom_n filters, but not for spatial filters (Blaisdell, 1997), time-domain filtering :_ enjoys a natural advantage with respect to commutation error.
DISCRETE CAUSAL FILTERS _
The discrete analog of Eq. 1 is _i m = _j=0py_bi_j, where _b_= _.b(iAt, x) and At is a (fixed) time increment.
In general, the coefficients pj depend on the quadrature rule used to approximate the integral of Eq. 1, the specific kernel G, and the width A. Low-pass digital Butterworth filters have the trait that P0 vanishes in Eq. 3, which renders them fully explicit in time. The design of Butterworth filters of various order properties is discussed in Strum and Kirk (1988), to which the reader is referred. As our prototype, we adopt a second-order Butterworth filter, whose frequency response is shown in Fig. 1 . The prototype, For the axisymmetric jet-flow application, we exploit a cylindrical co-: ordinate system, for which z (_1) and z (_l) are_,;the axial and radial co- We view spatialDNS and LES as three-stepprocesses. First,an unperturbed time-independent base state is obtained by boundary-layer techniques (Pruett,1996) . Second, the base state issubjected to temporsUy periodicperturbations; here,these areimpomi_through the streamwise _ locity at the computational inflowboundary, Ssper Mankbadi et sl., (1994) . _ :-: Numerical experimentationrevealsmost rapid.developmentof the jetfor8 .... When adjusted for the phase lag of the test filter, correlations of 0.90 are obtained.
Strouhal
Following Liu et al. (1994) , we also present results for r -I. Whereas r --1 is disallowed by conventional dynamic SGS models, Taylor-series analysis (Pruett, 1997) suggests that r -I is optimal for second-order filters in that the leading-order error term vanishes in the approximation of _'ij by £0" In this case, the correlation coefficients exceed 0.998 when corrected for the phase lag of the test filter. Moreover, coefficients on the order of 0.7 are obtained when the resolved and residual stresses are correlated at the same instant in time, without correction.
Present a priori tests suggests that strong correlations exist bet_veen the _'0 and £O, as observed also for spatial filters. We note that for r ---I, the stress-similaritymodel of Liu et al. (1994) is ,equivalent to the SEZHu model of Section 3 with its dissipative term turned off. It is well known, however, the similarity models alone are insufflcientlydissipative for practical applications to LES. Hence, we consider an a posteriori test of the full SEZHu model. but not prevented. Consequently, we believe tlmt moderately resolved LES could serve as a computational platform for, investigations of jet noise, and that a SGS model builton Eulerian time.domain lilteringis well-suited for this task. To this end, we extract the compressible dilatation from the LES
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